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Assignment - ACR - Crop, Straighten, Geometry
With this project we will explore two new panels in Adobe Camera RAW, the Crop
Panel and the Geometry Panel. This will give you another level of skill and options in
cropping, leveling and altering the geometry of an image.
Objective: To use and explore the the Crop Panel and the Geometry Panel within
ACR. To rst hand see the difference and learn when you might want to use these
tools within ACR vs Photoshop.
Cropping in Adobe Camera Raw.
Most of the Time I crop in Photoshop but every now and again it makes sense to crop
in ACR. You might use an ACR crop when you do not plan to spend time in
Photoshop.
I recommend when making/snapping/photographing the image, you ll the frame
rather than crop the image. The more you crop the less pixels you have. This can
cause poor print quality including blurry images on screen or print.
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Crop Panel:
In this Panel you will be able to Crop to an Aspect Ratio, or Custom. You will
be able to straighten a horizon, rotate the image or ip the image
horizontally or vertically.
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- To reset back to the original image ratio, chose As Shot in the aspect ratio drop
down.
- The Original will hold the aspect ratio designated when the image was made.
- Custom - Grab the bounding box edge or corners to change crop to any crop.
- To crop using an Aspect Ratio, choose an Aspect Ratio, grab the edge of the
bounding box and drag to desired crop. Click the image inside bounding box to
move the image around.
-Aspect Ratios
4:3 - Point and Shoot.
2:3 - 35mm.
1:1 - Square.
9:16 - Cinematic.
4:5 (8:10) - Sheet lm - Standard Print
Size.
5:7 - Standard Print Size.
8.5x11 - Standard Letter Size.

- Locked/Free.
- Straighten - Double click the level
icon to auto straighten the photo.
- Rotate Left/Rotate Right.
- Flip Horizontally/Flip Vertically.
- To set the crop, click on another
panel, double click on the image, or
click return on your keyboard.
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NOTES:
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Geometry Panel:
Geometry is used to correct perspective in an image. You will see this in the vertical and
horizontal lines within the image. (It is recommended before you use the Geometry
Panel that rst in the In the Camera Raw dialog box, navigate to the Lens Corrections
panel. In the Pro le tab, select the Enable Lens Pro le Corrections check box.)

Upright Modes:
All ve Upright modes correct and manage distortion and perspective errors.
- Auto looks for horizontal and vertical lines, then aligns them to be level and straight
vertical lines.
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- As you can see, you can align things to be Level, Vertical or Full. Yes, Full seems to
work like auto, but it might work better depending on the elements contained in the
image. Give them both a try.
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- My favorite is Guided. Here you set the horizontal and vertical selections. You need to
be precise. You can set up to two horizontal lines and two vertical lines. After the lines
are set they can be realigned if needed. Select the line to activate it. Explore this. I nd
this is my go-to for straightening.
You have full control over each upright element using the sliders.
- Distortion, Vertical, Horizontal, Rotate, Aspect.
(compresses or expands the image to compensate for stretching that can occur with
the vertical and horizontal slider),
Scale, X Offset (left to right), Y Offset (Top to Bottom).
- You can even toggle on Constrain Crop. I usually work with this off and see if it looks
good. If needed toggle it on.
With this tool it is easy to lose important parts of your composition. Look at your
edges. It might be better to leave things not aligned or align part and not the whole.
When making the image, if you know you will need to use this tool. Frame the
scene with more area around the subject/buildings in case a crop is needed.
Many times if I lose too much image I use Distort when in Photoshop to align and
control the image.

My Images for you to use:
https://www.pixelnrg.com/p183258672#h293b75c7

Submit:
Crop - Use one image of your choice.
1 - Make a custom crop. Tell me why you chose to make the crop you made.
2 - Choose an aspect ratio and make a crop from your original un-cropped image.
Why did you choose the aspect ratio you chose?
Level the Horizon
3 - Use my image and level the horizon. Crop if desired.
Geometry
4 - Use my image and align/straighten the building. Crop if desired/needed.
- All images must be edited fully, Basics, Pro les, Presets, Grain, Vignette, etc.
- In the Comments tell me why you made the choices you made. Be speci c for each
image.
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- Submit 4 .DNG images saved through ACR and comments through Canvas

